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MAGUP - The Easy way to suspend posters, signs and banners!
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You need this: 
1) Mounting Tool 
2) MAGUP profile 
3) Sign/product/
poster

1) Unpack your Magup 
- be careful with the wire, 
it can easily jam.  
Tip: Attach the Magup 
to something magnetic to 
make it easier to roll out 
the wire properly. 1.1

2) In the Magup 
profile the magnet is 
adjustable - just place 
the magnet where you 
want it, and secure it 
well. 2.1

3) The Mounting Tool is available in 2 adjustments. 

Mounting Tool 1,8 m or 4 m:  
*Twist the handle in the directions of the arrows - 3.1
(left pic above) 
*Adjust to desired lenght - 3.2

*Twist it back to secure

Mounting Tool 6 m or 9 m:  
*Twist the collet in the direction of the arrow - 3.3 
(middle pic above)
*Adjust to desired lenght - 3.2 
*Twist it back to secure

4)* Release the black plastic plug on the Magup 
(which looks like a claw)
* Put the tool in the handle - 4.1 (left pic above) 
* Put the plastic plug back to secure the tool - 4.2 
(right pic)

5) Put the Magup in the 
Assembling tool (the claw) 
- hold the Mounting Tool 
leaned back a bit to avoid 
the Magup to slip out. 

Put it up!

6) When you know where 
you want to fix your Magup 
(it must be a metal surface), 
simply just put the Mounting 
Tool toward the ceiling and 
the magnet will attach by 
itself.
Tip: Hold the wires togehter 
with the Mounting Tool and 
lean it backwards to avoid 
the Magup to slip out.

7) Release the 
Mounting Tool in the 
direction of the arrow 
Tip: If necessary, twist 
the Magup profile so 
there will be no metal 
where you put the tool 
(the claw), it´s now 
easier to release.

8) You can hand your 
poster/sign/banner in any 
direction as you wish, just by 
tap the Magup profile slightly 
with the Mounting Tool, and 
it will rotate. 

9) * Upwards - Hold the clamp/hook and drag in 
the wire to adjust it upwards 
* Downwards - Press the small cylinder on the top of 
the clamp/hook and drag it downwards easily 

10) To adjust the sign/
poster/banner just simply 
drag the sign/banner to get 
it straight. If it´s too far up, 
just tap it with the Mounting 
Tool.
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Take it down!

11) Put the Mounting Tool 
into the Magup profile as 
the left pic shows. 
Tip: Twist the Magup 
slightly so that the end is 
free from metal - which 
makes it easier for the tool 
(claw) to reach between 
the ceiling and Magup 
profile.

12) Chip the Magup 
downwards and back-
wards to release it from 
the ceiling gently.
Keep the Mounting Tool 
leaned backwards so that 
the Magup won´t slip out! 

Magnet anchoring for lighting rails

13) 
* Release the bolt on the tool (claw) (pic 1)
* Fix the hex key in the top hole (pic 2)
* Put down the hex key in the bottom hole (pic 3)
* Secure the bolt (pic 4) and try to drag in the hex 
key to see if it´s secured

14) Put the magnet anchoring (light socket) on the 
hex key as the left pic above shows (the big flat part 
downwards) 
Tip: To make the assembly easier - try to put the light 
socket as straight as possible (see right pic above)

15) Raise the Mounting 
Tool with the light socket 
into the lighting rail.

16) 
* Twist the Mounting Tool 
90° clockwise
* The light socket is now 
secured in the lighting rail 
and creates a safe point 
for the Magup to attach 

* Removal of the light 
socket: Twist the 
Mounting Tool 90° 
counterclockwise and 
take down the Mounting 
Tool

The Mounting Tool can 
be angled if you want the 
Magup a bit sideways 
from where you stand.
E.g.  When you want 
the Magup to hang over 
something else and you 
can´t stand right under the 
mountig point.

Tip:

Important!

Max load:
1 kg!

More info and movie tutorials: 
webb: magup.se

manual app: manual.magup.se -> 
then put on your mobile screen 
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